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## ABSTRACT

Flexible electronics is a promising approach to target applications whose computational needs are not met by traditional silicon-based electronics due to their conformality, thinness, or cost requirements. A microprocessor is a critical component for many such applications; however, it is unclear whether it is feasible to build flexible processors at scale (i.e., at high yield), since very few flexible microprocessors have been reported and no yield data or data from multiple chips has been reported. Also, prior manufactured flexible systems were not field-reprogrammable and were evaluated either on a simple set of test vectors or a single program. A working flexible microprocessor chip supporting complex or multiple applications has not been demonstrated. Finally, no prior work performs a design space exploration of flexible microprocessors to optimize area, code size, and energy of such microprocessors.

In this work, we fabricate and test hundreds of FlexiCores - flexible 0.8 µm IGZO TFT-based field-reprogrammable 4 and 8-bit microprocessor chips optimized for low footprint and yield. We show that these gate count-optimized processors can have high yield (4-bit FlexiCores have 81% yield - sufficient to enable sub-cent cost if produced at volume). We evaluate these chips over a suite of representative kernels - the kernels take 4.28 ms to 12.9 ms and 21.0 µJ to 61.4 µJ for execution (at 360 nJ per instruction). We also present the first characterization of process variation for a flexible processor - we observe significant process variation (relative standard deviation of 15.3% and 21.5% in terms of current draw of 4-bit and 8-bit FlexiCore chips respectively). Finally, we perform a design space exploration and identify design points much better than FlexiCores - the new cores consume only 45-50% of the energy of the base design, and have code size less than 30% of the base design, with an area overhead of 9-37%.

---

## 1 INTRODUCTION

As incredible as it sounds, the reach of computing, while impressive, is still limited. A vast set of applications with ultra-low-cost, thinness, and conformality requirements – for example wearable patches [21], garments [78], packaging [29] for fast moving consumer goods (FMCG), low-end healthcare products such as smart bandages [14], and disposable sensors for food [9], pharmaceuticals [2], agriculture and forestry [86], and environment [60] – have not seen much penetration of computing.

The primary reason is that today’s computing is based on silicon, but silicon-based electronics has inherent limitations in terms of thinness [16], conformality [38], and cost [37]. For example, the inherently high processing cost of metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) fabricated on crystalline silicon wafers have prevented sub-cent costs of silicon-based processing devices in spite of economies of scale. This prevents targeting applications such as item-level tagging, which require sub-cent costs [76]. Similarly, many applications have thinness and conformality requirements [16] that cannot be naturally met by silicon.

Flexible electronics is a promising approach to target applications whose computational needs cannot be met by traditional electronics due to their conformality, thinness, or cost requirements [4, 5]. Flexible electronic devices are built on flexible substrates (e.g., paper [50], plastic [101], or metal foil [52]) using active thin-film semiconductor materials (e.g., organic [50] or metal oxide [49], or amorphous-silicon [77]). Although traditional MOSFETs outperform thin-film transistors (TFTs) in power, area, and performance [51, 83], TFTs have much lower fabrication cost [91, 93, 100]; also, the corresponding substrates are naturally thin, flexible, and low cost. This makes flexible electronics an enticing technology for these applications [3, 12, 27, 57, 98].

In this work, we focus on flexible microprocessors. The cost benefits and programability of microprocessors make them a critical electronic component even for the applications we target [4].
which is hard in the emerging TFT technology. In the small number of cases where a flexible microprocessor has been successfully manufactured and tested, no yield data has been reported. Data from multiple chips has not been reported either for a given flexible microprocessor. As a result, it is still unclear whether it is feasible to build natively flexible processors at scale (i.e., at high yield). In fact, to the best of our knowledge, no prior non-silicon processor has been shown to yield at scale.

Prior manufactured flexible systems were not field reprogrammable and were tested either on a simple set of test vectors or a single program. A working flexible microprocessor chip supporting complex or multiple applications has not been demonstrated (Section 5).

Finally, no prior work looks carefully at the design space of flexible microprocessors to understand how different architectural and microarchitectural optimizations impact area, code size, and energy of such microprocessors. As such, it is unclear if flexible microprocessors should support accumulator-based ISA or load-store ISA, single cycle, multi-cycle or pipelined implementation, certain set of operations, etc.

In this work, we fabricate and test hundreds of flexible processor chips to establish the feasibility of building low footprint, high yielding, field reprogrammable flexible processors. We observe that while recent work [4] demonstrated a 32-bit Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide (IGZO)-based natively flexible Cortex-M microprocessor, many use cases for flexible electronics do not require the performance and expressiveness of a Cortex-M core (Section 5). Therefore, instead of building a relatively complex, 32-bit Cortex-M-like circuitry with high gate counts, we focus on low levels of computation with simple 4-bit and 8-bit architectures optimized for footprint and yield, so that low-cost points can be achieved in volume production.

We design and fabricate three flexible processors - FlexiCores. We optimized the architecture and micro-architecture of FlexiCores for these attributes through a careful selection of ISA, and are the first to report high yield levels suitable for commercial volume production. In fact, this may be the first demonstration of any non-silicon processor at scale.

Furthermore, since our processors are field reprogrammable, we demonstrate performance and energy characteristics of FlexiCores processors over a suite of kernels, including relatively complex kernels representing sensor processing, control, and machine learning applications. Our kernels take 4.28 ms to 12.9 ms and 21.0 µJ to 61.4 µJ for execution (at 360 MHz) on a single 8-bit FlexiCore chip respectively.

We leverage our experience with FlexiCores to set up a design space exploration for flexible microprocessors. We explore how different architectural and microarchitectural decisions impact trade-offs between area, code size, and energy. Our exploration yields design points that are considerably more efficient than FlexiCores. The resulting cores consume only 45-56% the energy of the base design and have code size less than 30% of the base design, with an area overhead of 9-37%.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We design, fabricate, and test FlexiCore chips - natively flexible 4-bit and 8-bit microprocessors optimized for low footprint and yield.
- We show that it is feasible to manufacture natively flexible microprocessors at high yield, provided their architecture and microarchitecture have been optimized for low gate count.
- We show performance and energy data for FlexiCores for a suite of representative kernels. We also present process variation data for FlexiCores. These are first such studies for flexible microprocessors.
- We present a design space exploration for flexible processors and identify design points much better than FlexiCores.

2 RELATED WORK

Early work on flexible microprocessors was based on low-temperature poly-silicon TFTs [13, 42, 53, 87]. However, poly-silicon TFT technologies have high manufacturing costs and lateral device architecture scaling is limited to the > 1 µm range [67].
Recent work on flexible microprocessors includes a 16-bit RISC-V microprocessor built using flexible carbon-nanotube (CNT) TFTs [35], a one-bit microprocessor [94] built using flexible molybdenum disulfide transistors. However, although the devices were flexible, the microprocessors themselves were fabricated on conventional silicon wafers, and thus the resulting ICs were not flexible.

Some recent work on flexible processors is based on metal-oxide TFTs. Such TFTs are low-cost and scale well and are, therefore, a good fit for building complex components such as microprocessors. Mynny et al. [69] report an 8-bit ALU built using metal-oxide TFTs and integrated with a polyimide-based print-programmed ROM. Ozer et al. [74] report a flexible machine learning classifier. Biggs et al. [4] report a 32-bit natively flexible ARM-v6m microprocessor.

Our work differs on multiple counts. First, no previous work has reported yield rate or data from multiple chips. We are the first to report yield information. We are also the first to report process variation data for flexible processors. Second, most previous efforts in flexible microprocessors have featured fixed or factory-programmable ROMs [4, 69], while FlexiCores can execute (and modify) programs stored in off-chip memories. This allows us to present the first performance and energy evaluation of a flexible microprocessor over a suite of representative kernels. Third, most prior work does not explicitly look to identify characteristics of a good ISA or microarchitecture for flexible processors. We explicitly optimizing the ISA and the microarchitecture for low footprint and high yield. Furthermore, we perform a design space exploration to explicitly look for design points better than FlexiCores. This is the first such design space exploration for flexible processors.

There are other works on tiny, low gate count processors with high variation and high static power [17, 43, 71]. Our work differs in focus (flexible processors) and technology (0.8 µm IGZO). Also, our applications have much more relaxed performance constraints (Table 1). Our area constraints are also far more stringent due to yield concerns (Section 3). Another related work is a design space exploration of printed microprocessors [5]. However, the target technology was different (inkjet printed electrolyte-gated field effect transistors) and no microprocessors were fabricated.

While this work focuses on flexible microprocessors, it is important to note that such microprocessors may be part of a bigger IGZO TFT-based system. An example system may consist of flexible sensors and use near field communication implemented in flexible technology to perform IO operations with a flexible microprocessor. IGZO TFTs are already used in manufacturing flexible RFID tags consisting of antenna, modulator, rectifier, and RFID logic circuit [39, 75, 97]. IGZO electronics are also widely used in flexible sensors, including gas sensors [18, 89], pressure sensors [96], and in-situ biological sensors [8].

### Table 1: Example applications and their performance/precision requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Sample Rate (Hz)</th>
<th>Prec. (bits)</th>
<th>Duty Cycle Period</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Sample Rate (Hz)</th>
<th>Prec. (bits)</th>
<th>Duty Cycle Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood Pressure Sensor</td>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>&lt; 8</td>
<td>Hours [19]</td>
<td>Body Temperature Sensor</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>&lt; 8</td>
<td>Minutes [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odor Sensor [70]</td>
<td>16-25</td>
<td>&lt; 8</td>
<td>Minutes [73]</td>
<td>Smart Bandage [65]</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td>&lt; 8</td>
<td>Continuous to Hours [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure Sensor [31]</td>
<td>1-5.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Continuous to Hours [81]</td>
<td>Oral-Nasal Airflow [70]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Level Sensor [70]</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>&lt; 8</td>
<td>Continuous to Hours [22]</td>
<td>Perspiration Sensor [47]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Minutes [99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace Metal Sensor [47]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Minutes</td>
<td>Pedometer [72]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Seconds [72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Temp. Sensor [70]</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>&lt; 8</td>
<td>5 minutes [82]</td>
<td>Timer [40]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Single Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Sensor [48]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 8</td>
<td>Single Use [64]</td>
<td>POS Computation [63]</td>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>&lt; 8</td>
<td>Single Use [63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity Sensor [34]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Continuous to Hours [80]</td>
<td>Smart Labels [7]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 8</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo-RNG</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>&lt; 8</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
<td>Error Detection Coding</td>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>&lt; 8</td>
<td>Continuous to Hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3 FLEXICORES: ARCHITECTURE AND MICROARCHITECTURE

ISA and microarchitecture design for FlexiCores depends both on the fabrication technology as well as the targeted applications.

#### 3.1 Technology: Characteristics and Constraints

Our study focuses on metal-oxide TFT-based flexible microprocessors due to the well known cost and scalability advantages of such TFTs [67]. In particular, we explore design of 0.8 µm IGZO-based TFTs [56] using FlexLogIC, a state-of-art commercial ‘fab-in-a-box’ production line [79] (Figure 1). A large volume of commercial flexible integrated circuits has been manufactured using 0.8 µm IGZO TFTs [39, 97]. Several prior works on flexible processors [4, 11] also use this technology for manufacturing.

FlexLogIC supports IGZO circuits made using n-type TFTs with resistive pull-up. The circuits are manufactured on a 30 µm flexible polyimide substrate which enables the TFTs to flex up to a radius of curvature of 3 mm without damage [41]. To fabricate IGZO integrated circuits, FlexLogIC uses a proprietary manufacturing process that deposits layers of IGZO TFTs and resists and four routable aurum-free metal layers onto a 200 µm wafer of polyimide which has been spin-coated onto a glass backing. After fabrication, the flexible polyimide wafer can be removed from the glass backing.

As with the nMOS silicon integrated circuits of the 1970s and 1980s, n-type logic-based 0.8 µm IGZO presents several challenges to computer architects. First, the devices have poor noise margin, high power consumption, and significant variation in $V_{TH}$ [4], all of which lead to yield and energy efficiency concerns. Second, the technology is several generations behind silicon-based CMOS in terms of size and speed [4], which leads to footprint concerns and limits applications to ones with relaxed performance requirements. Third, unlike silicon-based CMOS, nearly all power consumption...
(>99%) in 0.8 µm IGZO is static power consumption [4]. This requires power reduction to be achieved primarily through area reduction. Overall, the technology characteristics of 0.8 µm IGZO suggest that FlexiCores ISA and microarchitecture should be designed to reduce gate count to achieve low footprint and high yield, even if it is at the expense of performance. A low gate count implementation should also improve energy efficiency.

3.2 Applications: Expressiveness and Performance Requirements

The performance and energy characteristics of 0.8 µm IGZO (slow, high energy) suggest that the best applications for flexible processors are ones where the latency requirements are lax and the duty cycles are low. Also, yield concerns with 0.8 µm IGZO suggest that applications with low precision and data memory requirement would be a better fit than applications that require high precision or data memory (since support for higher precision and data memory in hardware usually requires higher gate count). Finally, the unique cost, thinness, and conformity advantages of 0.8 µm IGZO suggest that target applications must have cost, thinness, or conformity as one of the primary requirements.

Table 1 lists a set of example applications that meet the above characteristics. Note that several of these applications are classifier applications; a large number of flexible applications may need to make classification decisions in the field. For example, a flexible smart bandage [65] may need to determine if a wound has healed. A flexible odor sensor on the package [85] may need to determine if milk has expired. A wearable, disposable skin patch can monitor blood pressure [46]. Several of the applications, such as Heart Beat Sensor, Light Level Sensor, Food Temperature Sensor, Humidity Sensor, Body Temperature Sensor, and Pedometer process and then perform thresholding on an input stream. Point of Sale (POS) Computation and Smart Labels require the ability to efficiently look-up data stored in a simple database or other data structure, and may make use of pseudo-randomness (e.g., in a visually dynamic display). Error Detection Coding (EDC) improves reliability of wireless communication, and thus any flexible microprocessor which transmits or receives data wirelessly must be able to execute computationally inexpensive error detection encoding or decoding.

Applications in Table 1 are drastically different than those supported by traditional 8 bit microprocessors (e.g., video games, pre-emptive multiprocessing operating system, spreadsheet applications, etc). For these flexible applications, duty cycle is often measured in seconds or longer, which means most architectures can satisfy the application performance requirements, even 4-bit architectures. This also means that performance is important only in so far as improved performance leads to improved energy. For example, any performance optimization makes sense only if it improves performance more than it increases static power consumption (recall, nearly all power consumption in 0.8 µm IGZO is static power). Furthermore, performance can be easily traded off if it helps improve area, energy, or yield.

Another observation is the data precision requirements for these applications are limited, with many applications requiring < 8 bit of precision. As such, not only are conventional 32-bit microcontroller architectures (e.g., ARM, RISC-V, MIPS) an overkill, even 'tiny' 8-bit microcontrollers (e.g., PIC10F, ATiny102) support wider datapaths than are needed for many applications.

We use the above as guiding principles while designing ISA and microarchitecture for FlexiCore processors.

3.3 ISA

We decided to design a flexible microprocessor ISA with the following constraints, aimed at minimizing area (and thus increasing yield and decreasing energy), while sacrificing performance and expressiveness: the ISA must 1) support designs with < 800 NAND2 equivalent area, 2) have a ≤ 8 bit datapath, 3) support single-cycle instruction execution (since multi-cycle and pipelined designs may have energy and area implications), 4) have no more than 32 logic input and output ports (due to IO ring limitations in the current manufacturing process), 5) support integrated data memory (since external data memory may be cost-prohibitive for target applications).

We emphasize that our area constraint (< 800 NAND2 equivalent) is quite stringent. For reference, the area of the flip-flops in an ARMv6-m machine’s register file is more than three times our allowable area. The on-chip data memory of the smallest PIC MCU (PIC10F200) is 704 NAND2 equivalent area, 88% of our area limit. The architectural registers of the Intel 4004, the first commercial microprocessor on an integrated circuit, have the area of 638 NAND gates, or nearly 80% of the area limit. Implementing only the register-file and memory of the subthreshold architecture of [71] would use more than 132% of the area limit. Since, like the PIC10F200 (and unlike the ARM or Intel machines), we assume limited access to external data memory, two things become clear. First, only applications which can be implemented with some small amount of finite memory can be supported. Second, data memory will be a significant fraction of die area, which further limits the combinational logic needed to implement ALU and control. As such, we look to an ISA which enables efficient instruction decoding and control word generation, and which has ALU operations which are inexpensive to implement.

Figure 2a shows FlexiCore4’s (4-bit FlexiCore) ISA in terms of binary encoding of its instructions and a description of their semantics. FlexiCore4 supports a four-bit datapath (vs 32-bit datapath in [4] and 8-bit datapaths in [69]) since four bits is adequate for many target applications, while supporting our goal of high yield. FlexiCore4 ISA consists of a seven-bit program counter, a four-bit accumulator register, an eight-word (four octet) integrated data memory, and supports three arithmetic and logical functions (ADD, NAND, and XOR). We chose these functions deliberately since they support highly optimized ALU design (Section 3.4), while still supporting the logic and arithmetic primitives required by flexible processor applications. Since negation and conjunction are complete with respect to propositional logic, all two-input Boolean functions can be replicated with just the NAND and XOR functions only at the cost of four inverters. By using an accumulator architecture, we enable small instructions which allows an instruction to be fetched each cycle. An accumulator architecture also means only a single operand is stored in data memory, and thus only a single memory port is required. Data is transferred between the accumulator and memory using LOAD and STORE instructions. Control flow in FlexiCore4 is conditioned on the value of the
Figure 2: FlexiCore4’s (a) nine instructions. The ‘M-Type’ instructions use the value stored in memory location ‘addr’ as the second operand, while the accumulator is both the first operand and the destination. The ‘I-Type’ instructions second operand is encoded directly in the ‘imm4’ field of the instruction. The ‘Branch’ instruction sets the program counter to the value stored in the ‘imm7’ field if and only if the most significant bit of the accumulator is set. The ‘T-Type’ instructions perform loads and stores — moving data between the accumulator and the memory address stored in ‘addr’. FlexiCore8 (b) has all of the instructions of FlexiCore4, but with the addition of a ‘Load Byte’ instruction. This instruction loads an octet stored in the ‘imm8’ field into the accumulator.

accumulator, allowing conditional execution of basic blocks. This differs from the architecture in [69], which does not allow conditional execution of code. FlexiCore4 contains two four-bit IO buses – an input bus, and an output bus, used to asynchronously communicate with peripheral devices. These IO buses are memory mapped to addresses 0 and 1 of the internal data memory. The 8-bit instructions are delivered to the core asynchronously from an off-chip program memory. FlexiCore4’s ISA is orthogonal — all ALU instructions may use either of the addressing modes: accumulator-immediate or accumulator-memory. The branch instruction jumps execution to an immediate program address conditioned on the most-significant bit of the accumulator. All instructions are encoded with a fixed eight-bit width.

In order to support applications with > 4 bit data requirements, we also designed an 8-bit ISA for FlexiCore8 - the 8-bit FlexiCore. The binary encoding of FlexiCore8’s instructions is in Figure 2b. As with FlexiCore4, FlexiCore8 is designed to support a simple microarchitecture. Since doubling the size of the internal data-memory was area prohibitive (given the 800 NAND2-equivalent area restriction), we instead halved the number of words in memory, while doubling their width from a nibble to an octet. FlexiCore8 adds an additional LOAD BYTE instruction, which loads an 8-bit immediate value into the accumulator.

Since an important goal is to minimize logic area due to yield concerns with 0.8 µm IGZO, the ISAs reduce the complexity of the instruction decoders by embedding datapath control directly into the instructions themselves. For example, in FlexiCore4, instruction bits 5 and 4 are wired directly to the ALU output multiplexer select lines, and instruction bit 6 is wired directly into the input ALU Mux, selecting between immediate and memory based operands. Across both ISAs, only FlexiCore8’s ‘Load Byte’ instruction is not encoded using 8-bit. This enables single cycle execution and removes the need for a complex state-machine based controller (a single flip-flop is used in FlexiCore8, and no state is used in FlexiCore4). These ISAs, then, are in stark contrast to earlier silicon-based commercial microprocessors with low device counts; their ISAs were optimized to enable compact programs instead. As such, these earlier microprocessors (e.g., MOS 6502, Intel 8080) often used variable length instruction encodings, and complex and stateful controllers to generate control words for each cycle of a multicycle execution. In the MOS 6502, for example, the ‘ROM’ portion of a controller produced 130 distinct 21-bit control words, depending on which stage of which instruction was being executed. Such an approach is infeasible for FlexiCores, which prioritize ultra low device count and high yield over compact programming.

Listing 1: Lack of expressivity leads to bloated code. This subroutine to perform a logical shift-right requires far more instructions than it would given a more expressive ISA.

```
acc_right_shift:
    store r2; nandi 0; addi -3; store r4; nandi 0; store r5;
reverse_loop:
    load r2; br set_1; load r3; add r3; store r3; nandi 0; br loop_tail;
set_1:
    load r3; add r3; addi 1; store r3;
loop_tail
    load r4; addi 1; store r4; br left_shift;
left_shift:
    load r5; br done; load r3; add r3; store r2; load r5; addi 1; store r5; nandi 0; br reverse_loop;
done:
    ...
```

The tradeoff of expressivity for architectural simplicity in the ISAs for FlexiCore4 and FlexiCore8 is not without drawbacks. Listing 1 shows how the FlexiCores’ lack of expressivity can lead to a large number of static and dynamic instructions in program code. In this example, we see how performing a right-shift requires 36 static instructions and over 60 dynamic instructions. Although the cost
of a higher number of dynamic instructions is somewhat offset by FlexiCore4’s single-cycle execution (as opposed to tens of cycles for many CISC microprocessors), the high static instruction count leads to a requirement for larger program memory, which may offset the low cost of FlexiCores.

Figure 3: FlexiCore4’s microarchitecture. The ALU’s logical implementation shows how the ALU’s three functions can be built out of a single ripple-carry adder and a small number of additional gates.

3.4 Microarchitecture

FlexiCore4 is implemented as a single cycle machine (Figure 3) to minimize area. Also, microarchitectural decisions are made throughout the implementation to reduce gate count. For example, the ALU’s ripple-carry adder performs bitwise logical exclusive disjunction and conjunction on the input words, meaning the ALU produces AND and XOR functions as side effects of addition, without requiring additional gate count. Similarly, we use the AND side effect to create the NAND function at the cost of only four inverters.

Figure 3: FlexiCore4’s microarchitecture. The ALU’s logical implementation shows how the ALU’s three functions can be built out of a single ripple-carry adder and a small number of additional gates.

We observe that the on-chip data memory is the largest contributor to area and static power in both cores, with the on-chip data memory using the majority of design area and power in FlexiCore4. As this memory already uses a single read/write port, this suggests that the next byte fetched from program memory is not an instruction, but rather data to load into the accumulator.

A typical technique in traditional 8-bit microprocessors, which were often packaged in dual in-line packages with limited pin-counts, was to multiplex a single bus for both instructions and data (e.g., MOS 6502, Intel 8080). However, in order to achieve a single-cycle design (and thus not require additional flip-flops for registering partial instruction or data fetches), bus multiplexing is avoided in FlexiCores. Also, the IO ring in FlexiCores does not support inout buses. So, data multiplexing would have not been possible anyway.

We considered but ultimately rejected multicycle microarchitectures for FlexiCores (though we revisit the question later – Section 6). A multicycle microarchitecture can typically be used to minimize core area by temporally multiplexing hardware structures. However, due to FlexiCores’ very simple ISAs, the amount of structure which can be reused is limited: the ALU’s adder can be used to increment the program counter. Therefore, the area savings from this limited reuse are offset by the added control complexity (additional flip-flop, multiplexer, and control word generation), and such a multicycle microarchitecture would double the core's CPI (and hence double energy consumption).

3.5 Comparing FlexiCore processors

In this section, we present an analysis of area and power of FlexiCore processors and their components to quantitatively justify our ISA and microarchitectural design choices.

We designed a standard cell library of thirteen cells implemented in n-type logic with resistive pull-up (Figure 1) and using two of the four metal layers in the process. With this standard cell library, a standard EDA tool-flow can take a hardware design from SystemVerilog description to tape-out in GDSII, just as in conventional digital IC design. For physical design, we used an IO cell library with its own IO ring power supply (at 3 V and 4.5 V). Input IO cells have simple ESD protection to improve reliability and yield.

After synthesis and place and route, FlexiCore4 and FlexiCore8 have area of 5.56 mm² and 6.06 mm² respectively and static power of 1.8 mW and 2.4 mW respectively. For reference, we also synthesized a small, conventional silicon microcontroller, the TI MSP430, using the openMSP430 RTL [30]. In 0.8 µm IGZO, this core has an area of 170 mm², 30× larger than FlexiCore4. The MSP430 also consumes 41.2 mW static power, 23× more than FlexiCore4.

The results expectedly show that our choice of ISA and microarchitecture leads to much smaller core sizes than conventional simple microcontrollers such as MSP430. We also see that FlexiCore8 uses 9% more area than FlexiCore4, to support 8 bit datatypes. Section 4 discusses how this modest increase in area may impact yield.

Tables 2 and 3 show the area and power breakdown of the component modules of FlexiCore4 and FlexiCore8. Note that some core logic is not included in the submodules, and thus the sum of the module percentages does always add to 100%.

We observe that the on-chip data memory is the largest contributor to area and static power in both cores, with the on-chip data memory using the majority of design area and power in FlexiCore4. As this memory already uses a single read/write port, this suggests that...
We estimated that adding a second port would have increased the number of data words, and FlexiCore4 supports eight words, while FlexiCore8 supports only four words. Not surprisingly, FlexiCore8's load-byte instruction requires a more complex, stateful controller, while FlexiCore4's controller is stateless.

The high cost of data memory also suggests that architectures with support for small bitwidth datatypes are attractive. By supporting 4 bit datatypes, FlexiCore4's data memory can store twice as many words as FlexiCore8's. For the same reason, the decision to choose an ISA which can minimize decoder, ALU, and datapath area was important — all microarchitectural area (thus power) savings must come from these portions of the design for a given data memory size.

The low cost of the instruction decoder (< 3% area and power for both FlexiCore4 and FlexiCore8) suggests that a more complex decoder (and hence a more dense instruction encoding) may be a useful optimization for decreasing code size and reducing the number of IO pins required by the instruction memory bus.

Both FlexiCore4 and FlexiCore8 both have $f_{\text{max}}$ of 12.5 kHz, which is considerably higher than the needs of most of our applications (Table 1). This further justifies our ISA and microarchitectural design decisions that trade off performance for lower gate count.

Instructions could be stored in an integrated program ROM whose contents are determined at tape-out (via mask ROM as in the flexible ARM processor [4]) or post-manufacturing (via write-once, read many laser programmable ROM). However, such an approach is inflexible as in either case the total program size must be known at tape-out, and a fixed program is insufficient for post-silicon testing. Instead, FlexiCores' programs are stored off-chip, and instructions are fetched via the dedicated instruction bus. This enables a single chip to support multiple applications, and allows arbitrary application sizes using an off-chip memory management unit (Section 5). It also enables rigorous testing of each manufactured chip, ensuring accurate yield measurements (Section 4). This approach is similar to that used in the flexible ALU work [69], which stored programs (and the program counter) on a separate flexible foil. A non-integrated program memory and off-chip memory management unit was a common technique used in low cost consumer electronics computing systems of the 1970s and 1980s. For example, the Nintendo Entertainment System's (NES's) CPU was a Ricoh 2A03 capable of addressing 64 KiB of off chip program and data memory, and the system itself contains a 2 KiB SRAM chip. However, as software often required both more data memory and significantly more than 64 KiB of address space to store program data, software was distributed in cartridges which contained ROMs for program data, additional SRAMs, and a 'memory management controller' (MMC) which facilitated the bank switching used to expand the default address space [15]. Banks were selected by writing to memory mapped registers in the MMC.

### 4 FLEXICORES: PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS

FlexiCore4 and FlexiCore8s were fabricated in 0.8 µm IGZO on multiple wafers with using FlexLogIC. Figure 4 shows a 200 mm biodegradable polyimide wafer containing 123 FlexiCore4 dies. The die photos shows the 336 gate FlexiCore4 and the 366 gate FlexiCore8. Each die is 9 mm² (including IO ring and pads), even though the FlexiCore4 and FlexiCore8 logic fit in areas of 5.56 mm² and 6.06 mm² respectively. FlexiCore4 uses 24 data pads and 8 power pads, while FlexiCore8 uses 31 data pads and 8 power pads. All power pads are duplicated. The die overlays show the relative sizes of core components. For FlexiCore8, the larger accumulator and datapath make up a large portion of the die area relative to FlexiCore4, whose area is dominated by data memory and the program counter. FlexiCore8 also has a considerably larger decoder (FlexiCore4's is less than 1% of die area and is not shown on the overlay).

#### 4.1 Yield Analysis

Figure 5 shows the test-set up used to test the FlexiCore dies. After fabrication, the FlexiCore chips were tested on a semi-automated wafer probe station MPI TS2000 while still attached to a glass carrier. Yield is not significantly affected when chips are removed from the carrier. A test pattern derived from a Verilog simulation was translated to input signals generated by a NI PXIe-6570 Digital Pattern Instrument. Output signals were captured using the same instrument. All measurements were carried out at both 3 V and 4.5 V at clock frequencies up to 12.5 kHz. Due to limitations in the IO ring output buffers’ ability to drive cable capacitance of the external test instruments, the circuits cannot be tested beyond 12.5 kHz. The FlexiCore dies were tested with over 100,000 cycles of random and directed test vectors. The test vectors stimulate all regions of the
cores, with gates toggling on average 24,060 times, and all gates toggle at least once. The chips have been verified to work correctly more than six months after manufacturing, and can survive flexing to an 5 mm radius of curvature over 100 cycles.

Figure 6 shows the results of testing (in terms of number of observed errors) for FlexiCore dies at 3 V and 4.5 V for one randomly chosen wafer each for FlexiCore4 and FlexiCore8. We count a core as fully-functional if, at 3 V (4.5 V) supply voltage, a 1.5 V (2.25 V) threshold between logical LOW and HIGH, and 12.5 kHz clock rate, there are zero measured differences between its output and the expected output as determined by RTL simulation across all test vectors (i.e., the number of errors is zero). Table 5 shows yields for FlexiCore4 and FlexiCore8 at both voltages.

Ignoring the dies in the most external 16 mm of the wafer (due to edge effects), we achieved 81% yield for FlexiCore4 at 4.5 V, sufficient for sub-cent cost at high volume. This demonstrates the feasibility of building a flexible microprocessor at scale. Decreasing supply voltage from 4.5 V to 3 V degrades yield by 30%, likely due to timing faults. For FlexiCore8, the yield at 4.5 V is significantly lower (57%) than FlexiCore4’s, likely due to the 9% higher gate count compared to FlexiCore4. This justifies our decision to target cores with physically small (< 800 NAND2 equivalent area) designs - recall that our ISA and microarchitectural decisions were made with this goal in mind. We also observe that decreasing supply voltage from 4.5 V to 3 V leads to a marked decrease in yield for FlexiCore8, rather than the modest decrease in yield experienced by FlexiCore4. This is likely due to FlexiCore8’s 8-bit ripple-carry adder having a critical path twice as long as FlexiCore4’s 4-bit adder.
The increased delay at 3 V shows the current draw of FlexiCore4 and FlexiCore8 cores at 3 V above, it also produces variability in power consumption. Figure 7 shows the current draw of FlexiCore4 and FlexiCore8 cores at 3 V and 4.5 V. Since previous work has focused on developing one-off prototypes of flexible microprocessors, this is the first report on the effects of process variation on flexible microprocessors. The average current draw for fully functional FlexiCore4 cores is 1.1 mA (0.73 mA) and current draw ranges from 0.8 mA to 1.4 mA (0.53 mA to 0.89 mA) on average during testing at 4.5 V (3 V). The average current draw for fully functional FlexiCore8 cores (on a different wafer - post a power reducing process update) is 0.75 mA (0.65 mA) and current draw ranges from 0.60 mA to 1.4 mA (0.36 mA to 0.42 mA) on average during testing at 4.5 V (3 V).

Both FlexiCore designs have large standard deviation in current draw at 4.5 V (≈ 0.16 mA). However, at 3 V, the deviation is much more significant in FlexiCore4 than in FlexiCore8 (0.1 mA vs 0.03 mA). This is likely statistical noise due to the small number of FlexiCore8 cores which can operate at the target frequency at 3 V.

The high process variation can have significant impact on the number of usages of a flexible microprocessor given an energy budget. Techniques to reduce process variation and operate microprocessors efficiently in spite of it will be important.

### 4.3 FlexiCores in MOSFET CMOS

Given the low complexity of FlexiCores, their implementation in 5 nm process technology would allow hundreds of thousands of ≈ 0.03 mm x 0.03 mm FlexiCores per 300 mm silicon wafer. However, such small cores would be impractical to dice, with chips requiring 50 µm to 200 µm spacing using conventional diamond blades [102], wasting more than half to 90% of the wafer and increasing cost. Plasma dicing technology can reduce spacing to 10 µm, but is expensive [54]. Additionally, such a small die would be severely IO-limited, as each side will support 1-2 IOs at a 10 µm pitch, which is insufficient for a FlexiCore.

### 5 APPLICATION-LEVEL RESULTS

The field-reprogrammability of FlexiCore processors allows us to evaluate their performance and energy characteristics over a suite of representative kernels.

#### 5.1 Representative Applications

Table 6 shows a list of benchmark kernels representative of computation in flexible computing applications (Table 1) that we use for our evaluations.

The ‘calculator’ application is a four function calculator which performs multiplication, division, addition, or subtraction of two inputs. Multiplication performs a 4 bit x 4 bit multiplication, producing an 8 bit output. Division produces the quotient and remainder of a 4 bit dividend and a 4 bit (non-zero) divisor. Addition (subtraction)
Table 6: Benchmark applications evaluated on FlexiCore. The 'interactive' four-function Calculator takes input operands and operations from the user before returning the desired computation. 'Reactive' applications interact with and run on the demand of a larger system. 'Streaming' applications perform computation on a stream of sensor inputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Static Instructions</th>
<th>Application Type</th>
<th>Input Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculator</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>Interactive</td>
<td>Operands + Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-tap FIR</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Per input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Depth 4, 3 features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IntAvg</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Per input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thresholding</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Per input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parity Check</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>8-bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XorShift8</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>8-bit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

generates a 4-bit sum (difference) with overflow (underflow). 'Decision Tree' performs inference on a randomly generated depth-four decision tree (such decision trees are suitable for several of the inference applications found in Table 1 [66]). 'IntAvg' performs exponential smoothing on an input sequence, perhaps generated by a sensor, generating a rolling, weighted average of the inputs as an output sequence. Exponential smoothing acts as a autoregressive infinite impulse response low-pass filter, and is a common mechanism for de-noising input sequences. As such, it may be used as pre-processing for thresholding applications such as Food Temperature Sensor, Light Level Sensor, and Humidity Sensor. Like, 'IntAvg', 'Four-tap FIR' benchmark applies a filter to an input stream, perhaps generated by a sensor, generating a filtered (low-pass, high-pass, or band-pass) output stream. Filter coefficients are in \{-1, 1\}. 'Thresholding' checks an input sequence for values greater than a specified threshold. The application places a non-zero value on the output bus if and only if the input sequence contains such an extreme value. 'Parity Check' computes the parity of an 8-bit word. Parity checking is a computationally inexpensive error detection code. 'XorShift8' [61] is a pseudo-random number generator which, given a non-zero seed, produces a length-255 sequence of non-repeating 8-bit numbers.

Programs are written in a highly readable assembly language. Programs are assembled into machine code binaries by a custom assembler written in Python. Some of the programs require more than 128 instructions (e.g., Calculator, Decision Tree). In order to execute these programs, we assume an off-chip memory management unit (MMU) which is driven by FlexiCore’s output port. The MMU allows extending the program memory address space beyond the 128 instructions enabled by the 7-bit program counter alone. The MMU consists of finite-state transducer based controller, and a four-bit register. When the controller identifies a specific sequence of values on the FlexiCore’s output port, it stores the value of the output port into the register after a short delay. This allows software to signal a ‘page change’ to one of sixteen different 128-instruction pages, and then branch to a desired location within that page. This technique can be extended to support arbitrary number of pages. This technique is non-standard and differs from traditional techniques using memory mapped IO, such as the NES’s MMC. This nonstandard technique is used due to the IO constraints imposed by 1) lack of inout busses, and 2) desire to support single cycle and pipelined execution (versus Ricoh 2A03’s CMOS 6502 multicycle core used in the Nintendo computer).

5.2 Performance and energy

Figure 8: Performance and Energy for FlexiCore4 on benchmark kernels. From the calculator, we show the multiplication and division subroutines, as addition and subtraction are supported natively. Latency and energy includes time spent performing IO.

Previous works on flexible processors have relied on a simple set of test vectors or a single program to perform post-manufacturing validation. A working flexible microprocessor chip supporting complex or multiple applications has not been demonstrated by prior works.

Figure 8 shows measured energy and performance of FlexiCore4 on benchmark kernels. As the number of dynamic instructions is dependent on the input values, these values are based on the mean application latency given uniform sampling over the input space. When possible, we perform exhaustive tests across the input space. For Decision Tree we randomly sample from the input space, due to the large size of the input space. For the streaming kernels (IntAVG, Thresholding, FIR Filter), the latency and energy consumption is per input.

The latency of these kernels, on the order of ms, is acceptable given the duty cycles required of flexible computing applications (Table 1). However, energy consumption is high, and thus the performance of the FlexiCores may be constrained by energy rather than by performance limitations. For example, a FlexiCore4 which performs IIR filtering and then thresholding on an input stream in which data arrives once per second would consume 3.6 J d⁻¹, given perfect power gating. Using a commercially available 3 V, 5 mA h flexible battery [6], (and ignoring power consumption of program memory), this core can be powered for two weeks. This may be suitable for some applications, but other applications may need longer run-times; longer life-time may also decrease deployment cost [26]. Optimizations which reduce energy consumption may be needed to increase battery life and reduce system costs.
5.3 Comparison to Existing Flexible Processors

Prior flexible processors with prototypes are listed in Table 7. The fabricated 'PlasticARM' processor [4] uses a mask ROM for programs and is, therefore, not programmable. In any case, the ARMv6-m is significantly more expressive than the FlexiCores’ ISAs. The resulting core, therefore, is an order of magnitude larger than FlexiCore4, and consumes > 5× the power of FlexiCore4. The Sharp Z80 is an implementation of the 8-bit Z80 ISA using TFTs. The fabricated processor has area ≈ 30× the size of FlexiCore4. The UHF RFCPU on a glass substrate is an inflexible prototype of a potentially flexible system that includes an antenna, an 8-bit CISC CPU, and 512 B of memory, built out of polysilicon TFTs. The CPU portion of this system is ≈ 3× the size of FlexiCore4. The '8-bit ALU' in [68] is built out of organic and metal-oxide TFTs and operates at $f_{\text{max}} = 2.1$ kHz. However, it can only support programs of 16 instructions, and its ISA does not support conditional branching, meaning it is incomparable to FlexiCores for most applications (e.g., decision tree, parity check, XorShift8, Calculator, FIR Filter).

In addition to the cores in Table 7, FlexiCores greatly outperform the printed flexible processors described in [5, 69]. This is due to three orders of magnitude better switching performance of 0.8 µm IGZO and the organic and electrolyte-gated TFTs in those works.

6 Optimizing Flexible Processors

Due to FlexiCore’s emphasis on minimal core area, we traded ISA expressiveness for microarchitectural simplicity (Section 3). This trade-off enables commercially viable yield and sub-cent pricing for both FlexiCore4 and FlexiCore8, but it also increases programming difficulty and code size. Increased code size, in turn, can decrease energy efficiency and yield depending on the implementation, since storing the static code consumes power and area, and the high dynamic instruction count leads to increased program latency and energy. Therefore, it is important to find the right trade-off between core size and ISA expressiveness. This section considers the impact of supported operations and the number of operands per instruction, and microarchitecture on code size, core size, performance, and energy.

6.1 Revisiting operations in FlexiCore ISA

Table 7: Comparison of FlexiCore4 to other flexible ICs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device Count</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>52.26</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>220 Transistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (µm²)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>220 Transistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flex Count</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage (V)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power (µW)</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>Not Reported</td>
<td>Not Reported</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock Freq (MHz)</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>6.3 ppm IGZO-TFT</td>
<td>6.3 ppm IGZO-TFT</td>
<td>1.3 ppm organic+TFT</td>
<td>0.2 ppm poly-Si TFT</td>
<td>0.8 ppm IGZO-TFT</td>
<td>1.3 ppm organic+TFT</td>
<td>0.2 ppm poly-Si TFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic Family</td>
<td>NMOS</td>
<td>NMOS</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND2 Eqiv. Area</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>Not Reported</td>
<td>Not Reported</td>
<td>Not Reported</td>
<td>Not Reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Density (mW/mm²)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Single-cycle accumulator ISA</td>
<td>Multi-cycle (pipelined fixedly Arm-like)</td>
<td>Multi-cycle (Z80 ISA)</td>
<td>Multi-cycle</td>
<td>Multi-cycle</td>
<td>8-bit ALU</td>
<td>Field-programmable ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Field-programmable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmability</td>
<td>Field-Reprogrammable</td>
<td>At tape-out (integrated Mask ROM)</td>
<td>Field-Reprogrammable</td>
<td>At tape-out (integrated Mask ROM)</td>
<td>Via separate printed PROM and PC 'Tree'</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Field-Reprogrammable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency (MHz)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPTH Width (bit)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We first explore the impact of increasing the expressiveness of the FlexiCore ISAs. Figure 9 shows the area, cell count, and code-size of FlexiCore4 with additional instructions or features enabled relative to the base design (Section 3). The features considered are a result of analysis of benchmark code – we identified ‘code macros’ and other small subroutine-like code sequences which are used repeatedly throughout the benchmark programs. Listing 2 shows how an unconditional branch which preserves the accumulator requires four static instructions in the base ISA. Three instructions are required to perform the branch, and an additional instruction is required ahead of the branch target to restore the accumulator to its original value. Data coalescing instructions (add with carry, subtract with borrow) enable addition and subtraction of integers which do not fit into 4-bits, and enable easily inspecting arithmetic overflow. Thus we consider adding ADC instruction. While left shifts are straightforward to perform in the base ISA through addition (and since the accumulator is 4-bits, the number of additions to implement left shift is never more than three), performing a right shift requires reversing the bit-order, performing a left shift, and then reversing the bit-order again. Thus, we consider a 4-bit barrel shifter which supports arithmetic and logical right shifts. Since branches in the FlexiCore4 are dependent only on the sign of the accumulator, many
control flow constructs are verbose (e.g., unconditional branches, which require multiple instructions). We consider enhancing the expressivity of branches by adding a three-bit branch mask which enables branching on whether the accumulator is negative, zero, or positive. We also consider adding a hardware multiplier, which can output either the top four or bottom four bits of a 4 bit × 4 bit multiplication. Finally, we consider doubling the size of the register-file. While this optimization does not affect code size, it enables running additional programs whose data does not fit into FlexiCore’s limited memory. Figure 10 shows the impact of these ISA extensions on benchmarks.

Figure 10: Code size of benchmarks with ISA extensions relative to baseline FlexiCore4 ISA.

The tradeoffs shown in Figure 9 allow us to revise the set of operations and features to be supported in a FlexiCore-like flexible processor. Due to the modest (<10%) increase in area associated with the coalescing instructions, barrel shifter, and condition codes, we determine these instructions to be viable additions. Since the barrel shifter enables efficient computation of multiplication in software (or microcode), we decide to add the hardware multiplier to the revised list considering the high gate count overhead for the multiplier. We also determine that the larger register file is not a viable change to the ISA due to its high (>70%) area cost. We also, at the cost of 8 flip-flops, add a return address register, to the revised list enabling efficient subroutine calls. We also add an instruction that exchanges the values between the accumulator and a location in memory.

As such, the final set of operations to support are Add(i), Adc(i), Sub, Swb, And(i), Or(i), Xor(i), Neg, Xch (Mov(i) in load-store), Load, Store, Branch nzp, Call, Ret, Ast(i), Lsr(i).

We manufactured a small number of 4 bit, single-cycle accumulator machines with several of the ISA extensions (barrel shifter, branch condition flags). Figure 4c shows one of these 'FlexiCore4+' dies, which contains 15% more devices than FlexiCore4. At 4.5 V, these cores draw on average measured current of 0.75 mA, which is roughly the same as FlexiCore8.

6.2 Revisiting operands

While the above study shows that the ISA should support a number of additional features in order to increase code density, we recognize that overall energy and core area also depends upon the number of operands in the instructions, as well as microarchitectural features such as pipeline depth, and bus width. We performed a design space exploration in which we vary the number of operands (accumulator vs load-store), pipeline depth (single stage, dual stage, and multi-cycle), and instruction bus width. The cores are assumed to support the revised set of operations and operate at their SP&R $f_{\text{max}}$.

Figure 12 shows the normalized code size (in bits) and core area for the accumulator and load-store machines. Despite larger instructions, the load-store ISA has a slightly higher code density due to the extra expressivity of a second operand. However, the accumulator cores are smaller than the load-store cores. The single-cycle accumulator machine is the smallest design, as it requires neither pipeline nor controller state registers, and its datapath requires only a single data-memory port. Adding a second pipeline stage to the accumulator machine requires pipeline registers after decoding the fetched instruction. However, these additional registers are still less area than the additional area imposed by the single-cycle load-store architecture (i.e., a second data-memory port).

For the accumulator ISA, the multicycle design is the largest design, as not only does it require additional registers, it also requires generation of multiple sets of control words — one for each cycle of instruction execution. Since there is very limited opportunity for structure reuse (Section 3), overall area is higher than other accumulator-based designs. In the load-store architecture, the multicycle microarchitecture enables removal of the second register file port, and thus leads to an area savings substantial enough to offset the additional control complexity.

Figure 13 shows the energy consumption of the cores in two cases. First, we assume that the core has a program memory bus wide enough to fetch an entire instruction each cycle, as is the case in FlexiCore (Section 3). Under this assumption, the best performing core is the 2-stage load-store machine, which consumes less than half the energy of the baseline accumulator machine. However, when the program bus is restricted to the size of instructions used by FlexiCore, the load-store machine is incapable of fetching a new instruction each cycle, and thus the single cycle and 2-stage versions of the load-store machine are not possible. Hence, the best performing core is the 2-stage accumulator machine.

6.3 Application-level Results

Figure 11 shows the performance and energy of the new designs normalized against the baseline of FlexiCore4 for different benchmark kernels. Despite the 9-37% higher power consumption of the new cores (due to increased gate count to support new instructions as well pipelining), their improved performance leads to significant energy reduction (on average, the single-cycle and pipelined cores outperform FlexiCore4 by 53-115%, and consume only 45-56% of the energy of FlexiCore4), which was the primary goal of the ISA and microarchitecture optimizations.

Benefits depend on the kernel. Due to the increased sophistication of the branching instructions, the Decision Tree and Parity Check workloads, which feature a high percentage of branching instructions, see significant increase in performance. Both XorShift8 and IntAVG use right-shifts, and as such, we see significant improvements to
design point is preferred, as its single-operand instructions require fewer IOs to fetch than the double-operand load-store instructions.

As static power consumption continues to increase relative to total power consumption in traditional electronics, the techniques used to minimize FlexiCore gate-count (e.g., using instructions as control word, choice of operations to minimize ALU complexity, accumulator-based ISA, etc) may become appealing even for ultra low power traditional electronics. In IGZO-TFT, a 95% reduction in device count led to a > 90% reduction in static power for FlexiCore4 compared to PlasticARM[4]. This ratio should be similar for electronics in traditional technologies. This could result in significant average power reduction for traditional electronics for low duty cycle designs, or for designs implemented in leading edge CMOS technologies - in both cases, static power is a significant fraction of overall power.

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Natively flexible microprocessors have drawn a lot of recent interest as critical component to target applications whose computational needs cannot be met by traditional silicon-based electronics due to their conformality, thinness, or cost requirements. However, previous work has not shown that it is feasible to build flexible processors at scale (i.e., at high yield). Also, prior manufactured flexible systems were not field-reprogrammable and were evaluated either on a simple set of test vectors or a single program. A working flexible microprocessor chip supporting complex applications or multiple applications has not been demonstrated. Finally, no prior work performs a design space of flexible microprocessors to optimize area, code size, and energy of such microprocessors.

In this work, we fabricated and tested hundreds of FlexiCores - flexible 0.8 µm IGZO TFT-based field-reprogrammable 4 and 8-bit microprocessor chips optimized for low footprint and yield and showed for the first time that suitably-optimized flexible processors can have high yield (4-bit FlexiCores have 81% yield - sufficient to enable sub-cent cost if produced at volume). We evaluated these chips over a suite of representative kernels - the kernels take 4.28 ms to 12.9 ms and 21.0 µs to 61.4 µs for execution (at 360 nJ per instruction) - and measured process variation (relative standard deviation of 15.3% and 21.5% in terms of current draw of 4-bit and 8-bit FlexiCore chips respectively). These are first such studies for flexible microprocessors. Finally, we perform a design space exploration and identify design points much better than FlexiCores - the new cores consume only 45-56% the energy of the base design,
and have code size less than 30% of the base design, with an area overhead of 9–37%.
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